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Chapter 1:

Chapter 2:

INTRODUCTION

UNDERSTANDING MIGRATION

The Generation Africa project centres on the lived
experiences of African youth, the largest youth
demographic in the world, whose futures will
determine the shape of global fortunes over the
next few decades. Working with 25 filmmakers and
production companies from 16 countries in Africa,
the collection weaves together myriad narratives
connected through the theme of migration. The
stories are unique in that they give an insider
perspective on universal themes, which can only
come through stories told from the inside.

There are many misconceptions about migration
in Africa which fuel unwarranted assumptions
about the continent and its youth in particular. A
major contributor is sensationalist media reports
that do not accurately represent the full story of
migration in Africa. According to the African Union’s
Africa Migration Report: Challenging the Narrative,
three reasons are identified for the distortions
that characterise the current narrative on African
migration:

Through global broadcasting
partners and online distribution,
many people around the world
can watch these incredible stories
of hope, loss and determination.
However, awareness does not
always necessarily lead to change
or action.

With subject matter ranging
from defending human rights to
combating HIV/Aids stigmatisation,
the STEPS outreach facilitation
guides take an honest, peoplefirst approach to dealing with real
battles that millions of people
around the world encounter.

This is where the STEPS learning
methodology assists communities
to come to terms with the subject
matter and receive the tools to
effectively engage an audience
to elicit a constructive discussion.
For over two decades, the STEPS
learning methodology has assisted
facilitators in explaining and
coordinating screenings, and
guiding subsequent discussions
which has resulted in powerful yet
empathetic group sharing.

In this Generation Africa Facilitation
Guide, facilitators will be equipped
with the knowledge to host
screenings (in-person and remote),
understand how to use films to
discuss social issues and guiding
questions for a post-screening
discussion.
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1. Most African migrants are not crossing oceans, but rather crossing
land borders within Africa;
2. 94 percent of African migration across oceans takes on a regular
form; and
3. Most global migrants are not African. Africa accounts for 14 percent of
the global migrant population, compared, for example, to 41 percent
from Asia and 24 percent from Europe.
An important question to ask is
“how do we change this narrative
so that it reflects reality?” Often,
our understanding of certain terms
misrepresents the true meaning of
the way we characterise people.

Here are some handy definitions,
according to Concern Worldwide,
to help distinguish between what
the difference is between the
term ‘migrant’, ‘refugee’, ‘asylum
seeker’,and ‘internally displaced
person’ (IDP),
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REFUGEE
A refugee is someone who is forced
to flee their country of origin due
to conflict, violence, or oppression.
They are unwilling or unable to
return based on a demonstrable
threat due to their race, religion,
political stance, or social status.   
Refugees, therefore, receive a
number of protections under
international law, the most
important being non-refoulement.
The principle of non-refoulement
forms essential protection under
international human rights, refugee,

MIGRANTS
humanitarian and customary
law. It prohibits countries from
transferring or removing individuals
from their jurisdiction when
there are substantial grounds for
believing that the person would
be at risk of irreparable harm upon
their return. The 1951 Refugee
Convention also accords other
rights including the rights to
education, employment, healthcare,
and freedom of movement.

Migrant is the term for someone
who is moving between temporary
homes, within their origin country
or across international borders. This
is different from an immigrant, who
makes the conscious decision to
move and resettle in a new country.
Migrants aren’t forced to leave their
country of origin due to violence,
but often have just as urgent needs
to find a better future, mostly
based on improving their economic
potential.

While legal migrants enjoy many
rights and refugees have their
own special protections, migrants
who are travelling without valid
passports or travel documents —
including those who were forced to
flee without those documents or do
not have them — are often much
more vulnerable.   

ASYLUM SEEKER
An asylum seeker is the
classification for someone who is
seeking international protection
from danger in their country of
origin, but whose claim for refugee
status hasn’t been finally decided.
Every refugee begins as an asylumseeker, but not every asylum-seeker
will be granted refugee status.   
Internally Displaced Person (IDP)
IDP is the term for someone forced
to leave their home but is seeking
refuge within their own country
and remaining under the protection
of their own government. As
a result of conflict, epidemic, or
natural disaster they often move to
live in very challenging conditions,
making them some of the most
vulnerable people in the world
today.
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IDPs represent the majority
of the refugee population and
although many IDPs face the same
difficulties as refugees, they aren’t
granted the same rights under
international law.
Displaced persons still have
rights, including the right to
receive humanitarian assistance,
protection from physical violence,
and freedom of movement, but
because of national sovereignty,
it is the country in which a person
is displaced that is primarily
responsible for their assistance and
protection. Some governments
are unable or unwilling to provide
that protection. Many IDPs are
forced into camps, and many lack
the means or ability to leave their
country of origin, gain access
to employment and provide for
themselves and their family.

These definitions are helpful for the facilitator
to read prior to watching a Generation Africa
film. In the post-screening discussion, you
could ask your audience to explain their
understanding of these terms and then come to
a shared understanding.
As you can see, migration in Africa is based on many factors ranging
from traditional migration patterns of communities to forced
expulsion as well as people in search of better opportunities. Let’s
learn how to better discuss these matters through film.
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Chapter 3:

STEP 4. ACTION - THE WAY FORWARD

THE LEARNING CYCLE
THE LEARNING CYCLE: USE THE LEARNING CYCLE DURING DISCUSSION
The Learning Cycle is an effective
method that enables the audience
to reflect on the direct experience
of watching the film,and to learn
from it. Audiences are encouraged

Audiences consider actions they can take to assist others.
Example question:
• How can you encourage fellow community members to help refugees
and/or migrants safely integrate into society?

to link the issues raised to their
own lives and consider actions they
can take towards positive change
processes.

WATCH
THE FILM

STEP 1. DIRECT EXPERIENCE – WATCHING THE FILM
The audience watches the film together as a group. Run it to the end of
the credits.

Audiences watch the
film together

Audiences reflect on
the films and share their
feelings and reactions

STEP 2. REFLECTION ON THE FILM
Invite spontaneous responses to the film. Audiences are encouraged to
express their views, feelings and reactions either in plenary, or if it’s a large
group, people can be arranged into smaller buzz groups.
Example question:

TAKE
ACTION

• What did you think of the film?
• How does the film make you feel?

STEP 3. LOOKING AT THE BIGGER PICTURE
Audiences are encouraged to link the issues to their own lives, asking
questions and sharing their own experiences.
Example question:

THE STEPS
LEARNING
CYCLE

Audiences consider
actions they could take

SEE THE
BIGGER
PICTURE

REFLECT
ON THE
FILM

Audiences link the issues
addressed in the films to their
own lives, ask questions,
share personal stories
and information

• How has migration affected you and your community?
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Chapter 4:

PREPARATION

SCREENING THE FILMS

• When selecting films and activities, think about:

QUALITIES OF A GOOD FACILITATOR
• Attitude: Friendly and welcoming; viewing self and participants as
equals; committed to participatory learning; respectful and nondiscriminatory of others, regardless of differences; welcoming of all
contributions; accepting and non-judgmental; self-aware and honest.
• Skills: Good planning and organisation; encouraging and valuing
participation; good communication, active listening and constructive
feedback; dealing with conflict and emotion, remaining neutral;
summarising and keeping discussions on track; time management;
clarifying objectives and agreements.
• Knowledge about: The audience who will watch the film; the film
and how to use it; the issues the film addresses; facilitated screening
methodology.

THE ROLE OF THE FACILITATOR
• The role of the facilitator is to guide the learning process without
dominating it.
• The facilitator needs to create an environment where the audience
feels confident and able to voice their opinions and/or ask for more
information.
• The facilitator needs to build on the knowledge and experience of the
audience and respect and acknowledge audience contributions.
• The facilitator should provide information where required to address
misconceptions and encourage audiences to come up with their own
conclusions.

• Know the films and be aware of the issues they may raise.
• Who are the viewers? What is their education level, primary
language, age, etc.?
• What are their interests and concerns?
• What kind of experience might they have had with the issues raised
in the films?
• How might these issues affect their lives, directly or indirectly?
Identify and invite relevant people to the film screening who can provide
accurate information and follow-up support.

ARE YOU SCREENING THE FILMS IN-PERSON?
Venue: Book the venue in advance and familiarise yourself with the space.
• Make sure that the room is large enough for the expected audience.
• Block out the light in the windows, you can use black plastic or
cardboard.
• Check the power points.
• Arrive at the venue early to set up the equipment.
Equipment: Do a trial run to make sure that all the equipment is working
properly, that the projected image is clear, and that the sound is of good
quality with sufficient volume to reach the whole group with ease.
Consider back-up plans, in case there are problems with the venue or the
equipment.
COVID-19 guidelines: Whether you are facilitating a screening with a small
or large group or, please ensure you follow government social distancing
and healthcare guidelines. It is crucial that you follow sound medical
advice and take precautions to avoid contracting and spreading COVID-19.
Should you require additional information and support in your area, you
should contact your local clinic or health officials.
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ARE YOU SCREENING THE FILMS ONLINE?
Screening the films online is a good way to get many more people to
watch and interact with the films. With wider access to the internet, many
communities are able to watch the films and join online forums to debate,
interact and share their viewpoints. Watching the films online also reduces
the cost of travel for the audience.
Remember that a reliable internet connection and data costs are still a
challenge for many people. If you are planning to have an interactive
debate after the screening, it is important that you communicate clearly
the time that the screening will take place and when the planned
discussion will happen. This will reduce unnecessary data costs and time
for people attending the screening.
Here are a few important points to consider when doing an online
screening:
Watching the films prior to the discussion:
If you are requesting that the audience watch the film prior to the
facilitated session, then supply them with the relevant links well in advance
so that they have ample time to watch the films.
Set up a time where you will host a facilitated session using an online
platform like Zoom or Google Meet. These are both free* and allow
multiple users to join. Zoom allows for you to have separate rooms where
the participants can have breakaway discussions and then return to the
plenary. You will have to create an account on these platforms so sign-up
and test them before you host your first facilitated session.
*the free version of Zoom only allows 40 minutes per call.

Watching the films during the facilitated discussion:
1. If you are watching the films with your audience, then it is important that
the internet connection is stable at a minimum of 2mbps. You can test
the speed of your connection here (www.speedtest.net) .
2. If you are using an online platform like Zoom or Google Meet, you can
use the “Share screen” functionality to stream the film. Make sure you
share the correct stream and select "Share computer sound" when you
enable your screen share.
3. Encourage the audience to share their comments and questions in the
chat functionality. These can be answered and discussed once the film
has ended.
Hosting an online screening requires a fair amount of planning for both the
audience and the facilitator. Having a strong, stable internet connection is
key.
During the discussion, make sure that you give everyone a chance to be
heard and encourage the audience to use the chat functionality to ask
questions.
Good online etiquette is to give everyone a few minutes to talk
uninterrupted. If someone would like to respond, many platforms have a
“raise hand” function that makes the facilitator aware that someone has
something to say.
Conclude your facilitated screening by providing your email address so
that anyone who didn’t get a chance to speak can send through their
thoughts after the screening.
If possible, try and record the discussion and share it with participants the
next day.
Need help sharing the video on Zoom? Visit the Zoom Help Centre
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Policy and
governance

Political
instability

Care and
support

Culture and
Identity

Mental health

Separation

Reintegration
struggles

Climate
change

Youth activism
/Leadership

Stigma and
Discrimination

Economic
Livelihood

Family
Responsibility

Economic
Pressure

Gender rights

ISSUES INDEX
TABLE
LONG FILMS
African Moot
Doxandem, The Dream Chasers
Footsteps of a migrant
No Simple Way Home
New Boats
No U-Turn
Sisterhood
Taamaden, the walking child

Transactions
Zinder

MEDIUM FILMS
Almost Somali
Business as usual
Clando
Fati's Choice
Katanga Nation
Boubé of the Fulani
Njel, the Separation
Stay Up
Zara's Garage
Home Again
What's eating my mind

SHORT FILMS
Ime Ego
Mary Monday
Lend me your voice
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*All films touch on issues about migration, human rights and economic pressure.

*All films touch on issues about migration, human rights and economic pressure.

The Last Shelter
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FEATURE FILMS

Chapter 5:

THE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Human rights and migration, gender rights,
discrimination, identity, refugee laws and rights,
debating, instability, governance, youth activism,
leadership and advocacy.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think is the purpose of the moot?
2. What was the African moot’s theme of the year and how relevant is it?

AFRICAN MOOT
Director: Shameela Seedat
Film length: 85/52 minutes
Languages: English, French,
Portuguese, Swahili (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Botswana, Kenya,
Uganda, Egypt and South Africa

FEATURE
FILMS
14
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3. Daniella said “We should all understand that we are potential
refugees”. What does that mean to you?

Every year, over a hundred of
the brightest law students from
across Africa gather in a different
capital city to compete at the
prestigious African Human Rights
Moot Competition. African Moot
introduces us to teams from
Uganda, Kenya, Egypt and South
Africa as they prepare for the
annual competition happening in
Gaborone, Botswana. This year’s
case is centred on the rights of
refugees on the continent and
each student has to grapple with
burning issues around migration
facing their own countries.

4. As a young gay person, Edward was disappointed by how supposedly
human rights activists and defenders reacted to the anti-gay
submission by Okgbule. What does the law say about the LGBTQI
communities in your country?
5. What role can law students play in ensuring the respect of human
rights of vulnerable and marginalised people e.g LGBTIQ and
refugees?
6. Which platforms like “African moot” exist in your country, where
human rights issues are raised and discussed?
7. Are friendships between team members more important than
individual accolades? Explain your answer in the context of the film.

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, return, reintegration, leadership, youth
activism, social responsibility, gender, human right
to travel, livelihood.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. The film starts with 'Travelling does not mean success, when you don't
know where you are going, you have to go back from where you came
from. What do you understand about this? Explain your answer.

DOXANDEM, THE DREAM CHASERS
Director: Saliou Sarrt
Film length: 88 minutes
Language: French, Wolof, Spanish
(English subtitles available)
Country: Senegal and Spain

FEATURE
FILMS
16
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Upon returning to Gandiol, his
native Senegalese village, after 8
years of being a migrant in Spain,
Mamadou seeks to be a positive
force for his community. Assisted
by his wife Laura, who came
from Spain to Senegal, and under
the gentle gaze of Yaaye Khadi,
Mamadou’s mother, they start
sharing and building with their
community the “active utopia”
expressed in the book Mamadou
wrote while on his journey, and
undertake the building of the
largest community development
center of the area.

2. What do you think about Mamadou's dreams for his community after
his return?
3. While engaging a group of youth, Mamadou says "believe in ourselves
to achieve our goals and work to improve everything around us
because the country is our image”. What do you think about this
statement?
4. “I thought I was looking for economic potential, but then I realized
that I went looking for knowledge”. What do you think he means by
this?
5. What should be put in place in your community to create
opportunities for young people?
6. "Educate children as the elders did, with honour and dignity and
honesty". What does this tell you about inter-generational learning
and sharing?
7. Building Grandiol required a community effort involving young
people. What does the film tell us about social responsibility?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, separation, family responsibility, poverty,
care and support, identity, gender

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does the film make you feel?

FOOTSTEPS OF A MIGRANT
Director: Delphine Yerbanga
Film length: 70/52 minutes
Language: French, Wolof, Creole,
Moore, Malinke (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Burkina Faso, Senegal,
Guinea Bissau

FEATURE
FILMS
18
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Adama and Awa are 25-year-old
Senegalese-Burkinabe twins living
in Saint Louis, Senegal. They were
born from a Burkinabé father, who
left to make a life for himself when
they were only eight years old.
They searched for him for years
before discovering an uncle, Drissa
Ouédraogo who was also looking
for his brother, Abdoulaye.

2. Why do you think the uncle and the twins went on this journey?
3. The twins’ father left behind wives and many children in different
countries. What does the film show us about the effects of ‘mobile
fathers’ on their children?
4. At the end of the film the uncle says that after connecting with all the
families, they can now finally mourn Abdoulaye’s death and move on.
Can you relate to this statement? Explain.
5. “When you go on an adventure, you lack something in your own
country. No one leaves if he has everything he needs to be happy.”
What does this statement tell you about migration?
6. What does the film tell us about the impact of migration on families?
7. What kind of support can we give to children whose parents have
migrated and left them behind?

Having learned of the twins'
existence he comes to meet them
for the first time in Senegal. He
decides to go with them to follow
Abdoulaye's footsteps. Together
they embark on a common quest
through Senegal, Guinea-Bissau
and Burkina Faso. They meet
Abdoulaye’s other families in
Guinea-Bissau and Burkina Faso.

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, human rights, care and support,
economic pressure, gender, separation, mental
health, political instability.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How do you feel about the film?
2. What does the opening scene of the graves tell us about the journey
of migrants?
3. Can you relate to the stories that people in the shelter are sharing?
Explain your answer.

THE LAST SHELTER
Director: Ousmane Samassekou
Film length: 85/52 minutes
Language: French, English,
Bambara, Dioula, Fula, Susu, Moore
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Mali

FEATURE
FILMS
20
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4. In the film some people share that they can’t go back to their home
countries. What could be their reasons?
The House of Migrants in Gao, Mali,
is a refuge at the southern edge
of the Sahara desert. It welcomes
those in transit towards Algeria
in the North, or on their way back
after a failed attempt to make it
to Europe. When Esther and Kady,
two teenage girls from Burkina
Faso, arrive to regain the strength
to continue their journey, they
form a friendship with Natacha, a
migrant woman whose memory
has faded over the years, along
with her hopes of returning to her
home. The trio finds a semblance of
family life, sharing moments of joy,
hope and tenderness.

5. What do you think about the advice the counsellor gives: “I’ll even
advise my worst enemy, better to have a small job at home than to
chase big illusions abroad”.
6. What support can we give returnees in our families and communities?
7. What kind of support does the shelter provide and why do you think
it’s important?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Climate change, fishing, poverty, migration, family
responsibility, separation, economic livelihoods,
family separation, gender, policy and governance.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think this film is about?
2. How is the community’s fishing industry affected by severe climate
conditions?

NEW BOATS
Director: Lansana (Barmmy Boy)
Mansaray
Film length: 49 minutes
Language: English, Krio, Temne
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Sierra Leone

FEATURE
FILMS
22
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3. How has the arrival of foreign fishing trawlers changed the livelihoods
of local fishermen?
The village of Tombo has flourished
in the Freetown Peninsula since
pre-colonial times, its people
harvesting from the sea, yet taking
care of it so that it continues to
feed future generations. But for
decades now, this prosperity has
been on the decline due to an
influx of Asian trawlers colloquially
named ‘chigie-chorga’ by the locals
overfishing on their shores with
clandestine support from corrupt
officials. The women of the village
are also losing work as most of
them earn a living processing
the catch and selling it at the
market. Their husbands and sons
are frequently forced to abandon
fishing in Tombo and look for work
in other countries.

4. What do the fish market scenes in the film tell you about the gender
dynamics between men and women?
5. After the floods, food was distributed to community members, which
led to conflict. How can aid be better and equally distributed?
6. In the film we see generations of families depending on fishing as the
only source of livelihood. What other alternatives do you think they
have?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Human Rights, political instability, governance,
family responsibility, reintegration, leadership,
gender rights, youth activism.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think this film is about?
2. Can you relate to John Garang and his family’s experience? Explain
your answer.

NO SIMPLE WAY HOME

3. Following in the footsteps of her husband and being elected as a vice
president, Rebecca Nyandeng de Mabior wants to be a role model for
young people, encouraging them that anything is possible. How do
you feel about this?

Director: Akuol de Mabior

4. Returning to their home country after exile, Akuol says, “It looks like
there is no peace on the other side of freedom.” Can you relate to her
statement?

Film length: 85/52 minutes
Languages: English, Dinka, Arabic
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Kenya, South Sudan

FEATURE
FILMS
24
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As South Sudan hangs in the
balance of a tenuous peace
agreement, Rebecca Nyandeng de
Mabior prepares to become one of
her country’s five vice presidents.
Her mission is to safeguard her
late husband, John Garang’s vision
for the people, the country and
his family. Her greatest fear is that
her husband, along with millions
of South Sudanese people, died in
vain. Her deepest yearning is for
her children and the children of her
compatriots to lead meaningful
lives at home in South Sudan.

5. “The promise and liberation of independence is not the reality of
liberation and independence.” What do you think Akuol means by
this?
6. What do you take away from the Garang family’s commitment to their
country?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, human rights, identity, livelihoods, gender
rights.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think about Ike’s journey?
2. Ike said that he left because the ‘unknown was calling him’- what do
you think he meant?
3. What issues come up in the conversations among passengers in the
bus and the people Ike meets on his journey?

NO U-TURN
Director: Ike Nnaebue
Film length: 94/52 minutes
Language: English, Igbo, French,
Bambara, Pidgin (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Nigeria, Benin, Togo,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Morocco

FEATURE
FILMS
26
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4. What do their stories tell us about the reasons young men/women
choose to leave their homes for unknown lands?
No U-Turn follows the journey of
a Nollywood filmmaker retaking
his journey he made twenty-one
years ago, when he left Nigeria
to try and reach Europe by road.
He wants to meet those who are
taking the same trip today to
search for a better life, and through
conversations with them, tries
to understand the aspirations of
young people in West Africa. On
his journey, he turned back on the
advice of a stranger. Why do other
young men and women continue
the journey?

5. One female passenger said,‘The state should ban all human
trafficking’.What do you understand by human trafficking?
6. More and more women are joining the ranks of those who risk this
journey. What does this mean for evolving gender roles in African
society?
7. What information and support is needed to make migration of youth
safer?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, livelihood, stigma, gender rights,
separation, family responsibility, poverty, care and
support, culture and identity.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about?
2. What are Hassi’s reasons for leaving her family and country?
3. The mother was insisting that the girls must first get married before
travelling. Why do you think this was important to her?
4. Hassi left her daughter with her parents, can you relate to this? Explain
your answer.

SISTERHOOD
Director: Mohamed Sessy Kamara
Film length: 72 minutes
Languages: English, Krio, Fula
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Sierra Leone

FEATURE
FILMS
28
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5. The twins are seen working hard to improve their lives. Based on their
story, do you think leaving their home together was the best decision
and why?
Twin sisters Husinatu and
Hassanatu decide to migrate
together from their homeland,
Sierra Leone, to the Middle East
in search of better futures for
themselves, children and parents.
Despite the frustrating former
experiences of Husinatu in the
Middle East, they are now both
determined to achieve their goal.
Facing the Coronavirus crisis, they
search for money in order to obtain
new passports, visas and travel
arrangements through legal and
illegal migration agents.

6. What other options do young people - like the twins - have in your
community to improve their lives?

FACILITATION GUIDE - GENERATION AFRICA
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration,culture and tradition, economic pressure,
family responsibility, seperation

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about?

TAAMADEN, THE WALKING CHILD
Director: Seydou Cissé
Film length: 87/52 minutes
Language: Wolof, Spanish,
Bambara (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Mali, Spain

FEATURE
FILMS
30
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Ouloulou, Baldé and Doucouréare
three young migrants from West
Africa. They say they faced the
crossing of the Mediterranean,
thanks to their marabout or
spiritual guides who recommended
prayers and rituals. Once they
arrived in Valencia, Spain, they kept
in touch with their marabout in
the hope that he would continue
to improve their living conditions.
Every day, in Mali, Valencia, Madrid
or Turia, these young people
perform rituals, pray and listen to
the advice of a marabout through
their smartphones, which has
become an indispensable spiritual
connection. Together, in their hectic
daily lives, they take us into the
world of African spirituality in the
age of new technologies.

2. The young men rely on spiritual advice and rituals to guide and protect
them on their journey. Based on the film, discuss why marabout is so
important to migrants.
3. The young men are determined to get to Europe although they have
already experienced the dangers of the journey. What do you think
motivates them?
4. One of the young men states that “Europe is not paradise”. What is
your perception of opportunities for young migrants in Europe?
5. Where can you get accurate information about migration which might
help to make it safer for young people?
6. How can we help the young people who are determined to migrate
through dangerous channels?
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, remittances,livelihoods, family
pressure, human rights, care and support, identity,
discrimination, gender rights.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

TRANSACTIONS
Director: Rumbi Katedza
Film length: 52 minutes
Language: English, Ndebele
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Zimbabwe, South Africa,
United Kingdom

FEATURE
FILMS
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1. How does this film make you feel ?

Transactions tells a story
of Zimbabwean migration
through a family divided by the
circumstances of a failed economy.
Three siblings, Frank, Miles and
Portia, sustaintheir family through
remittances, while longing for
the country and family they left
behind. While the fourth sibling,
Chrysthle, who is still in Zimbabwe,
is frustrated by her inability to help
financially, even though she has a
full-time job. Their mother, MaMlilo,
is a conduit of all the family’s
challenges in hyper-inflationary
Zimbabwe. MaMlilo pushes
Chrysthle to leave Zimbabwe, but
she is reluctant to leave home in
spite of its challenges. This intimate
film will follow Frank and his
family’s journey to determine how
much they are willing to sacrifice to
provide for their family.

2. The film shows Frank and his siblings working hard to support their
family back home. “Sometimes I wish I could just switch off my phone
and not attend to problems from home and focus on what I want”.
How do you feel about his statement?
3. The siblings migrated for economic and political reasons while
their sister Kiki chose to stay.What role do family members play in
pressuring young people to migrate?
4. Why are cross border digital transactions so important to families?
5. What do you think about the diaspora’s contribution to their country’s
economy?
6. Frank misses his family but can’t go back home because of his sexual
orientation. What does the law say about LGBTIQ communities in your
country?
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Mental health, family, care and support,
hope, stigma, loss, religion, governance,
institutionalisation, emotional wellness and African
traditions

WHAT’S EATING MY MIND
Director: Noella Luka
Film Length: 45 minutes
Language: English, Swahili, Luo,
Kamba (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Kenya

FEATURE
FILMS
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After years of working in the
Kenyan media space, Noella
aspires to study documentary
filmmaking abroad. In 2016, her
dream finally came true. However,
while attending school in the U.S,
her mind started changing. At
first, it was dreams, phone calls
she couldn't remember, and then
bouts of memory loss. Noella never
gave it much thought until one
day she woke up in a psychiatric
hospital where she was diagnosed
with bipolar disorder. Confused,
she returned home to Kenya to
try to piece everything together
and has spent the last five years
documenting her journey. Her
parents want to be supportive but
are also unsure what all of this
means. Noella decides to share
her story publicly in the hopes
of bringing to light similar life
experiences and the reality of living
with mental illness in Kenya.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about and how did it make you feel?
2. Noella’s family is supportive and caring toward her. Why is family
support important?
3. Noella’s family strongly believes that God will sort out her mental
illness. She is afraid to tell them it might take more than just that.
What does the film tell you about the role of religion when dealing
with mental health challenges?
4. What misconceptions and myths did you have about mental health
before watching the film? Or those that you have heard in general
about mental health?
5. How do you feel about Nick’s own experience with his family and
being in an institution? Do you have personal experiences you can
share?
6. In the film Noella encourages other young people in her support
group to tell their mental health stories. Is this topic discussed in your
family/ community? Explain your answer.
7. Noella said she decided to document her story to promote an open
discussion about mental health. Why do you think she decided to do
that?
8. How can we support family members living with mental illness?
9. How do you take care of your mental wellness? and Which resources
are near you that can be of help to others?
10. What role do you think the media plays in portraying people with
mental illness? Explain your answer.
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FEATURE FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Poverty, gender rights, livelihood, stigma and
discrimination, youth activism, reintegration, care
and support, migration, governance, reintegration

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does the film make you feel about the circumstances of the
residents in Kara-Kara?

ZINDER

2. Why are women’s rights and freedom of movement so compromised
in Kara-Kara?
3. Bawo states that unemployment leads to fighting and theft. What do
you think about this statement?

Director: Aicha Macky
Film length: 82/52 minutes
Language: Hausa (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Niger

FEATURE
FILMS
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The wind-swept town of Zinder
in the heart of the Sahel region of
Niger is a place travellers only pass
through. Kara-Kara, the former
lepers’ quarter, is the pariah district
of this town. Gangs referred to as
Palaces have sprung up in this area
and are spreading their influence
throughout the town. Obsessed
by a culture of bodybuilding and
violence, the gang members induce
fear in the population. However,
some members strive to pull
themselves out of the rut they find
themselves in. This is the case for
Siniya, Bawo and Ramsess whom
the director, originally from Zinder,
has succeeded in filming up-close
to reveal their survival strategies.

4. Ramsess faces stigma and discrimination and states that “God made
me half man and half woman”. How do you feel about Ramsess’
story?
5. What role do Siniya and Bawo play in their community? Discuss their
stories.
6. “To the youth of my country” - What do you think the director means
by this in the closing screen?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Culture and Identity, stigma and discrimination,
reintegration, youth activism, human rights,
livelihood.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about?
2. Mahad describes himself as a Somali from the Diaspora. He does not
conform to any set idea of what a Somali should be. What do you
think defines his identity?

ALMOST SOMALI
Director: Mahad Ahmed
Film length: 33 minutes
Language: Somali, Swahili (English
and French subtitles available)
Country: Kenya

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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Mahad and his friends were
born and raised in Kenya, and
are called Somali Sijui, literally
"Somalis who don’t know". Some
of our characters speak fluent
Somali, others can’t. Some like
to be on time, others feel that
it is normal to arrive late. By
investigating the reasons behind
these differences, cultural shocks
and misunderstandings, Mahad is
able to share part of the history
of Somalia and its legacy. In this
autobiographical film, he shares
his life experience in creating the
YouTube channel Somali React
through which he brings together
all these different souls, in an
attempt to understand his own
identity and future destiny.

3. Mona says “I am American by paper but Somali by blood.” What does
she mean by this?
4. The Somali filmmaker, who grew up in the Netherlands, shared his
challenges about adjusting to the Somali community in Kenya. He
says that “you bring the environment you have grown up in with you.
You can’t just take it off like a coat and put on a new T-shirt.” Can you
relate to his experience? Explain your answer.
5. What is the purpose of the media initiative “Somali React”?
6. What does the film tell you about identity and belonging?
7. How can we promote peaceful co-existence in our communities?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, economic pressure , livelihood, slavery,
dangerous journeys

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does this film make you feel about the journey modern day
migrants take to reach Europe?

BUSINESS AS USUAL
Director: Chinedum Iregbu
Film length: 42 minutes
Language: Pulaar, Wolof, French,
Yoruba, Pidgin (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Nigeria, Mauritania

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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In the 16th century, slave trade
decimated part of Africa causing
long-lasting devastation and
disruption. The 21st century
migration out of Africa seems to
be following a similar path. At the
centre of both are the fixers, people
who benefit financially from aiding
migration. Business as Usual is
about the involuntary migration
during the slave trade and the
voluntary migration today, both to
Western countries. The film draws
parallels, highlights similarities and
differences and asks the questions:
Why is it taking place today? Are
the experiences and results the
same?

2. The captain gave up fishing to transport migrants across the ocean.
What were his reasons and why does he not tell his wife about what
he does?
3. Do you think the fixers are endangering the lives of the migrants or
assisting them?
4. Despite the dangers, why do you think the young people in the film
still chose to migrate?
5. Can you draw parallels between the journey modern day migrants
take and slaves from the 16th Century? Explain your answer.
6. Why do you think the school children are being taught and shown the
path the slaves were taken on?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, political instability, human rights,
livelihood.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about?

CLANDO
Director: Eystein Young Dingha
Film length: 24 minutes
Language: English, French,
Kamtok, Medunga, BiKom,
Bamileke (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Cameroon

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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2. Can you relate to the stories and feelings the people in the bus are
sharing? Explain your answer.

Clando is a typical long distance
bus leaving the remote countryside
of Cameroon to the economic
capital, Yaoundé. The thirty seats
carry people with diverse reasons
for travelling but most in search of
a better life in the French speaking
capital. Clando, the name for the
clandestine buses that transport
internal migrants in Cameroon, has
to go through identity checking
posts run by French-speaking
police, customs and gendarmes
acting as immigration officials
inside the country. In the lively
Clando, filled with arguing, buying
and selling, many stories make up
the humorous nature of the film
that provides another view of why
and how economic migrants travel
inside Cameroon.

3. One passenger claims that “everyone chooses the way they want to
live.” Others argue that they did not have a choice and had to leave
their homes to protect their families. What are your thoughts about
their circumstances?
4. One woman asks: “Do you think we like to run away to be internally
displaced?” What does it mean to be an internally displaced person?
(see definition in Chapter 2 of the guide)
5. What does the film tell you about the reasons people leave the
English speaking part of the country to the French speaking side?
6. Along the journey people are selling products for their livelihoods.
What does this say about sustaining livelihoods in spite of the
challenges faced?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, reintegration, stigma and discrimination,
separation, gender rights, livelihood

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How do you feel about Fati’s story?
2. Fati’s sister says: “Before Fati left she was a nobody, struggling to
make ends meet and now she comes back and she is still a nobody.
She would have been better off not going at all.” How do you feel
about this statement?
3. Do you think Fati made the right decision to return to take care of her
children? Explain your answer.

FATI’S CHOICE
Director: Fatimah Dadzie
Film length: 42 minutes
Language: Hausa, Fante, Twi
(English and French subtitles
available)
Country: Ghana

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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4. Fati’s community is pointing fingers and blaming her for returning.
How do people in your community view and treat returnees like Fati?
Fati, unhappy with her prospects
as an irregular migrant, returned
from Italy to take care of her five
children. She is facing negative
stigma as a returned migrant from
gossiping neighbours and friends,
who paint her as a failure. Fati
forges ahead but can she cope
amid a failed marriage, her children
being taken away, and dire financial
constraints? Alone and rejected,
will Fati regret coming back home
and will she succeed in her primary
objective of getting the children
back?

5. Fati’s husband and his family took away three of her children. How do
you feel about this and whose rights were violated?
6. Which organisations would you refer women like Fati and her children
to for guidance and support?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, reintegration, poverty, family
responsibility, economic pressure, livelihood, care
and support. policy and governance.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does this film make you feel?
2. Paabi’s large family relies on him for financial support. Can you relate
to his story? Explain your answer.
3. Paabi received aid to assist him to reintegrate in his society. How do
you feel about how he used the support he received?

HOME AGAIN
Director: Babucarr Manka
Film length: 36 minutes
Language: English, Mandinka,
Wolof (English and French subtitles
available)
Country: The Gambia

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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4. Paabi’s friend managed to start a goat trading business with the aid
he received. What do you think he did differently?
Home Again is a documentary
that looks at reintegration systems
for returning migrants through
the life of 23-year-old Paabi who
returns after his second failed
attempt. After the first one, Paabi
lost all his reintegration funds
when his wealthy uncle misused it
in a timber business. Angered and
frustrated, he attempted another
journey only to be deported again.
He is back now and committed to
never go back on the dangerous
journey. However, making it in the
Gambia is much more difficult than
it was before.

5. How can aid recipients balance family-related financial responsibilities
with trying to start a business?
6. Is there a better way to help young people (like Paabi) to reintegrate
into society and earn a living?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Economic pressure, rural /urban migration,
entrepreneurship, livelihood, care and support,
human rights.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How do you feel about the young man trying to survive in the city?
2. What do you think are the main challenges the young man and his
friends are facing?

KATANGA NATION

3. Can you relate to the story of these young men leaving their rural
homes to search for a better life in the cities? Explain your answer.
4. How do you feel about the authorities victimising young people who
are selling their wares in the streets for a living?

Director: Beza Hailu Lema & Hiwot
Admasu Getaneh
Film length: 26 minutes
Language: Amharic (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Ethiopia

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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Katanga Nation follows the story
of Amele Mamo and her makeshift
hostel in Katanga, Addis Ababa, a
place which many desperate young
people from all over Ethiopia call
home as they dream of making it
in the big capital. Having moved to
the neighbourhood from a small
city called Holeta, about twelve
years ago, Amele understands
the need for leaving one space
and occupying another. Every
day brings a new person, a new
experience, a new encounter and
she is the host that accommodates
it all. Chaotic and messy, Amele’s
house is a home to many without
shelter of their own.

5. What role does the informal hostel and its owner play for the people
moving to the city?
6. What support do young people in your community need to secure
livelihoods?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Climate change, natural resources, tension, conflict
resolution, violence, economic livelihood.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

BOUBÉ OF THE FULANI
Director: Félicien Assogba
Film length: 27 minutes
Language: Fula, Fon (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Benin

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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In the hills of central Benin, a mass
migration of cattle and Fulani
herders is observed during the dry
season, which has become very
harsh in recent years due to climate
change. The migratory period is
approaching. Boubé, a young man
in his thirties, descendent from a
line of Fulani herders accustomed
to transhumance, knows that it
could be perilous for him and some
of the men in his clan because of
the conflicts that arise each season
between the Fulani herders and
the farmers over the sharing of
water and space. This year again,
the Fulani herders are preparing to
move their livestock, but this time,
Boubé has an idea: to try to find
a lasting solution to the problem
as he knows that the farmers are
waiting with weapons in hand.

1. How do you feel about the chance of lasting peace between herders
and farmers?
2. Do you feel both parties - farmers and herders - are justified in their
grievances?
3. Should the farmers be willing to allow the herders some leniency
given the change in weather conditions and water shortages?
4. The film shows the effects of climate change on our ecosystems, can
you relate to this?
5. Do you think the mediation process helped resolve the issues both
farmers and herders are facing? Explain your answer.
6. What safeguards can be put in place to assist herders migrate with
their cattle and not face violence or discrimination?
7. As the climate continues to change, how can we promote coexistence and peace in our communities?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, separation, family responsibility,
economic pressure, livelihood.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does the film make you feel?
2. Can you relate to the story of Manuela growing up with her
grandparents while the parents have left to earn a living? Explain your
answer.

NJEL, THE SEPARATION

3. In your opinion, do you think the parents made a good choice to leave
their little girl behind with the grandparents?
4. Is it common in your community for children to be raised by their
grandparents? What are the reasons?
5. What effect can migration have on small children who are left behind?

Director: Felix Mbog Len Mapout
Film Length: 22 minutes
Language: French (English
subtitles available)
Country: Cameroon

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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Manuela, intelligent and
enthusiastic at school, yet
sad at home, is eleven years
old and preparing for her first
certificate. She lives in Cameroon,
with her grandparents who
do not understand why their
granddaughter is dissatisfied as
she does not want for anything.
Manuela's parents abandoned her
to work abroad for their daughter’s
better future, but Manuela could
not understand or accept this
situation when she was four years
old.

6. What kind of support exists in your community for children like
Manuela and her family?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Gender rights, mental health, care and support,
family responsibility/pressure.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does Mariam’s story make you feel?
2. In the film, Mariam opens up about her life experience of having to
leave her home country because of abuse. What do you think gives
her the courage to deal with her trauma?

STAY UP

3. While she is rebuilding her life and dealing with her trauma, she also
faces financial pressure from her family? How do you feel about this?
4. Can you relate to Mariam's story? Explain your answer.

Director: Aïssata Ouarma
Film length: 35 minutes
Language: Bambara, Mooré, Fon,
French, English (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Burkina Faso, France

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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Stay Up follows Malian dancer
Mariam Doumbia as she tells her
life story through dance, and
prepares for her final performance
at a dance school in Ouagadougou.
For Mariam, fleeing from Mali and
migrating to Burkina Faso gave
her the possibility to start a new
life and heal from the traumas
experienced back home, where
her family rely on her for their
own survival. Now a confident
and exuberant young woman on
the cusp of motherhood, she is
reflecting on the traumas of her
own childhood in Mali, where she
suffered repeated sexual abuse as
a child and a teenager. Through
dance Mariam has found the
resilience to build a new life.

5. What is available in your community to deal with personal trauma
and how accessible is it?
6. How important is it to join social groups and why?
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MEDIUM LENGTH FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Gender rights, economic livelihood, culture,
tradition, migration

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How do you feel about Zara’s dream to become a car mechanic in a
male dominated environment?

ZARA’S GARAGE

2. Zara believes that a job is not a matter of gender and that everyone
can make their own decision about their life. How are mechanics
perceived in your community? Explain your answer?

Director: Bawa Kadade

3. Zara’s family supports her decision to become a mechanic. She
believes that “It doesn’t matter what you do, you just have to do it
well.” What do you think about her statement?

Film length: 33 minutes
Language: Zarma (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Niger

MEDIUM
LENGTH
FILMS
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Dosso is a city in transformation
where old reference points are
being challenged. The tradition of
this community forces those who
are native to it to give up learning
and practising certain trades. It
is the Tchékanda, people from
elsewhere, who in this unusual
socio-cultural theatre come to
populate the city to make a career
in these denigrated sectors.We
meet Zara, a native Dossolese
who defies the prohibitions by
practising a man's job as an
apprentice mechanic to Daniel, a
young man from a Beninese family.
Between misunderstandings and
determination, Zara tries as best
she can to make her own way.

4. In the film the young men share their frustrations about not finding
formal employment and being forced to survive in the informal sector.
How is the employment situation in your community?
5. Ouisseni says that some people think that certain jobs will bring
discredit to their families as some traditions classify occupations
according to social status. What do you think he means by this?
6. How do you feel about the statement that young men need to put
their pride aside, otherwise they will never learn a trade and continue
to stay idle.
7. How supportive is your community to young women like Zara?
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SHORT FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Migration, separation, gender rights, culture and
identity.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think the film is about?

IME EGO (BRIDE PRICE)

2. Why do you think it was important for Mercy to get married to an
absent groom? Explain your answer.

Director: Chioma Onyenwe

4. In the film women are not part of the decision making team. How do
you think this affected the outcome of the negotiation?

Film length: 17 minutes
Language: English, Igbo (English
and French subtitles available)
Country: Nigeria

SHORT
FILMS
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Mercy, a final year student at the
Imo State University, Owerri, is
thousands of kilometres away from
her fiancé in Dubai. Her wedding
will take place in her ancestral
village of Orlu, but her fiancé will
be absent. As she gets ready to
meet her in-laws and partake in
the ceremonies, the negotiation of
her bride price begins in earnest. In
her fiancé’s absence, it is left to the
couple’s respective families to work
out her bride price. The process
begins with a list of items that are
negotiated back and forth. There is
a tense balance between causing
offence and reaching a satisfactory
conclusion. The outcome of these
negotiations could result in Mercy’s
dreams being dashed.

3. What does her story tell you about the effects of migration on
relationships?

5. The film shows how culture and economic pressure influences the
marriage process. Can you relate to this? Explain your answer.
6. How can we promote active participation of women in important
decision making processes, such as the marriage negotiation we have
seen in the film?
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SHORT FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Political instability, human rights, gender rights,
mental health, care and support.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How did you feel watching other people narrating Akili’s story?

LEND ME YOUR VOICE

2. Which of Akili’s human rights were violated?
3. How did political instabilities affect Akili’s life and her mental health?
4. What was Akili’s coping mechanism?

Director: Claudine Shenge
Ndimbira
Film length: 20 minutes
Language: Kinyarwanda, Kirundi,
French (English and French
subtitles available)
Country: Rwanda

SHORT
FILMS
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Lend me your voice is a short
documentary about exploring
human reactions through Akili’s
story. Sparked by her need to let
go and heal, she shares her life
story, but not in a usual way. We
witness how strangers read her
true story while putting themselves
in her shoes. The moment the
readers begin to read her story,
they immediately realise that the
journey they are about to take is
not a typical one. Akili was accused
of political crimes that she did not
commit but luckily, she escaped
to Rwanda. She is a 26 year old
woman who never had a chance to
grow up in her own country - the
Democratic Republic of Congo due to its civil wars that even took
the life of her father.

5. Which other ways do you think can be used to break the silence about
political victimisation?
6. Where and how can survivors of political instability in your
community be supported?
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SHORT FILMS

MAIN ISSUES:
Youth activism, journalism, livelihood, political
instability, human rights, governance

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think drives Mary Monday as a civic journalist?
2. What do you think makes Mary so determined to tell the true
experiences of refugees?

MARY MONDAY

3. Can you relate to Mary’s situation? Explain your answer.
4. Mary uses her mobile phone and internet as her journalism tools.
What opportunities does this create for information sharing?

Director: Ochan Hannington
Film length: 14 minutes
Language: Kakwa (English and
French subtitles available)
Country: Uganda

SHORT
FILMS
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Using limited resources in a
challenging refugee camp
environment, the radio journalist
Mary Monday must bring stories
to her audience. Mary must devise
ingenious ways to circumvent
camp difficulties in order to fulfil
her obligation. She records, edits
and sends her content to her
editor from the only equipment
she possesses – a phone and
palm-sized solar charger. In the
absence of reliable transport, Mary
faces struggles with commuting
between her refugee camp and her
community radio station, which is
located sixty-five kilometres away
in the nearest town where she must
appear to read the evening news,
a radio program that her audience
eagerly waits on.

5. How do you access information in your community about the real
experiences refugees face?
6. What are the best media channels to advocate for the rights of
refugees in your community?
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Chapter 6:

GROUP ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 2:
ACTIVITY 1:

STARTING A CAMPAIGN.
For online and in-person facilitated film
screenings
Purpose of activity: Sharing perceptions and
addressing misinformation
In a group or by yourself, think
carefully about the films you have
watched and consider whether
they have changed your perception
about migrants in Africa. To
improve awareness of the real
conditions they face, you need
to help launch a campaign called
#ChangeTheNarrative.
This campaign aims to change the
way many people see migration in
Africa - from being concentrated
on dangerous boat rides across the
Mediterranean to stories of hope
and perseverance.

Task 1:
1. Put together a short manifesto
detailing the ‘real’ story.
2. Using one paragraph, explain
why you feel the perception of
migration in Africa is incorrect.
3. Add a list of 5 bullet points
briefly explaining why migration
is sometimes necessary for
young and old people, and how
it can contribute to a better
understanding of one another.
4. Include a closing sentence or
tagline that gives young people
encouragement to pursue their
dreams across borders.

CHALLENGE WHAT YOU KNOW
Pre and Post Statements
For in-person and online facilitated film screenings.
Purpose of activity - Pre- and
post- statements can be used
as a tool to determine existing
knowledge and perceptions of
audiences about migrants, and any
change in knowledge and attitudes
after a facilitated film screening.

Example statements

Description: Prepare some
statements that reflect common
perceptions from your community
linked to the issues raised in the
film you are screening.

• It’s okay to pay bribes to get
across borders

Before you screen the film, pose
some statements and ask the
audiences to agree or disagree
by raising their hands. For online
screenings you can use the raise
hand function on Zoom.You can
also prepare a questionnaire with
the statements which audiences fill
in before and after the screening.

• Europe offers a much
better standard of living for
everybody.

Document the responses. After
the facilitated film screening pose
the same statements and observe
any change in their responses.
Summarise by providing the correct
information.
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• People who migrate are only
searching for more money
• Women shouldn’t try to migrate
because of the dangerous
conditions

• Serious human rights abuses
about migrants are happening
without us being aware of them.

• Young people should definitely
leave their hometown in search
of better opportunities
• Young people should not return
home after leaving the country
if they haven’t made money
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ACTIVITY 3

ACTIVITY 4

STRAIGHT FROM THE FILMMAKER

DEFINING IMPORTANT TERMS

For online and in-person facilitated film
screenings

For online and in-person facilitated film
screenings
Purpose of the activity: To come to a shared
understanding of terms that are often
misrepresented.

Purpose of activity: To understand the motivation
to make a film about migration that challenges the
common narrative.
Description: Invite a filmmaker
of one of the Generation Africa
films for an online screening and
prepare a set of guiding questions
for a short interview. Here are few
example questions to ask:

1. What was your main intention
when making this film?
2. Do you feel you achieved your
intention described in question
1? Explain your answer.
3. What challenges did you
experience when making this
film?
4. What is a common
misconception about migration
in Africa that you think your
film was able to address?

Description: Divide the larger
group into 4 smaller groups and
assign each group the task of
defining one of the following terms
in a short allocated time:
• Asylum seeker
• Migrant
• Refugee

Task: Have each group share their
definition to the larger group.
The facilitator should then read
the respective definition found in
chapter 2 of this guide and start
discussion about the differences
and similarities between the
group’s definition and the guide’s
definition.

• Internally displaced person

Follow this up with a question
and answer session between the
participants and the filmmaker.
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Chapter 7:

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Monitoring and Evaluation is essential in helping organisations to be more
accountable to all their stakeholders, and to learn and improve, so that
meaningful results can be achieved.
In-person or online surveys, post screening: create surveys that are in line
with the impact campaign and target audience. Keep it simple, brief and
easy to respond to.

SCREENING REPORT
1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Date of screening
Venue

Screening report: draft a screening report to document every film
screening and include the following:

Film(s) screened

• How the films have been used

Facilitators Name,
age, gender

• What kind of audiences have been reached
• How the audiences have reacted to the films
• The main issues raised by the films
• Issues that require further exploration with audiences
• What actions the films have stimulated
STEPS has created a screening report template that you can use or adapt
for your project.

2. AUDIENCE INFORMATION
Adult
females

Adult
males

Non gender
conforming
adults

Youth
females

Youth
males

Non gender
conforming
youth

Total number of people who attended the screening
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE AUDIENCE:
(PLEASE TICK, YOU CAN SELECT MORE THAN ONE)
Traditional/religious leaders

Policy makers

Educational institution
representatives

Parents

Civil Society Organisations

Organisations dealing
with migration

Service providers

Human rights
organisations

Other, please specify:

4. PURPOSE OF THE SCREENING / WHY WAS THE FILM(S) SCREENED?
5. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE MAIN ISSUES / THEMES WHICH AROSE IN
THE DISCUSSIONS.

DID YOU MEET YOUR SCREENING OBJECTIVE?)
Visual documentation: take clear
photos and, where possible, short
video clips of screenings and
discussions.
Media and social media reports:
keep a record of anything that is
published in the media or posted
on social media.
Change Stories: following up
on actions taken and changes
as a result of the screening and
discussions on an individual,
community or policy level. This
documentation can be done
through interviews, as written
or filmed change stories. This
works best when you engage
with the same people over a
longer period of time around that
issue, as change doesn’t happen
immediately.

Reflecting on goals: keep
evaluating the process and make
notes as you go so that your
observations and comments can be
analysed along with the other data
gathered. You can ask, for example:
• Do the screenings and
discussions speak to the impact
goals?
• Do the screenings encourage
audiences to engage with the
impact campaign?
• Are there clear actions that
can be taken and do audience
members express a wish to take
these actions?

6. DESCRIBE SIGNIFICANT AUDIENCE REACTIONS
(POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE).
7. DID THE AUDIENCE PROPOSE ACTIONS THEY COULD TAKE TO
ADDRESS THE ISSUES RAISED? (PLEASE EXPLAIN)
8. HOW CAN YOU IMPROVE FUTURE SCREENINGS?
9. HOW WILL YOU FOLLOW-UP THE SCREENING?
10. ANY OTHER COMMENTS (E.G. DID YOU INVITE THE RIGHT PEOPLE?
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HELPFUL RESOURCES
Still looking to learn more about migration and the
multitude of issues that accompany this topic? Here
is a list of links where you can learn more:
The African Centre for Migration & Society (ACMS)
http://www.migration.org.za/
ReliefWeb
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/32-million-africans-forcibly-displacedconflict-and-repression#:~:text=More%20than%2032%20million%20
Africans,displaced%20people%20on%20the%20continent.
United Nations Refugee Agency- Global Trends:
Forced Displacement in 2020
https://www.unhcr.org/flagship-reports/globaltrends/
Africa Center for Strategic Studies - Drivers of Displacement in Africa
https://africacenter.org/publication/shifting-borders-drivers/
Brookings - The Climate Crisis, Migration, and Refugees
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-climate-crisis-migration-andrefugees/
United Nations - Global Compact for Migration
https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/migration-compact
Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre Africa Report on Internal Displacement
https://www.internal-displacement.org/publications/africa-report-oninternal-displacement
Scalabrini Institute For Human Mobility
https://sihma.org.za/journal/ahmr-volume-7-number-3-septemberdecember-2021-1
https://sihma.org.za
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APPENDIX
FROM THE FILMMAKER
The following responses are from two filmmakers
who are part of the Generation Africa project. Read
through their answers to get a better sense of their
motives for making their respective films:
Fatimah Dadzie, Director - Fati’s Choice
What was your main intention
when making this film?
My main intention was to explore
the issue of returnees and how
they are trying to reintegrate back
into their local societies. I wanted
to raise the issues of the stigma
associated with returnees and how
society contributes to irregular
migration.
Do you feel you achieved your
intention described in question 1?
Explain your answer.
Yes, I think I have and even more.
Because I have had the opportunity
to screen the film at festivals
and academic institutions. This
has created a lot of discussions
on issues on gender (women
especially), return, stigma, the
current economic situation in my
country, the perception of Europe
and any other Western countries

as ‘paradise’ by some Ghanaians,
and the status symbol attached
to people who have travelled to
Europe.
What challenges did you
experience when making this film?
The main challenge was building
the trust between me and the
protagonist to participate fully
in the film. She was sceptical and
afraid that I might be judgemental
like everyone else. It took me about
six months to convince her and
also make her understand how
important her story is.
What is a common misconception
about migration in Africa that you
think your film was able to address?
Europe is ‘paradise’ and in order
to succeed you need to make it to
Europe, even at the peril of your
life.
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Rumbi Katedza, Director - Transactions
What was your main intention when making this film?
The main intention in making this
film was to show the effect of
financial remittances on those who
leave their home countries and
those who stay behind. I wanted
to show the consequences of
the separation of families due to
migration, with money as a witness.
Money is what keeps these families
connected, and it also becomes
a catalyst for both positive and
negative change. The culture of

remitting has altered how we
relate to one another, because
every transaction comes with
expectations on the side of both
the sender and the receiver. These
transactions come with a human
cost because of the sacrifices
people make to support their
families, and the conflict that arises
when intentions and differences in
lifestyles are misunderstood.

Do you feel you achieved your intention described in question 1? Explain
your answer.
We definitely achieved our
intention. Going into production,
I did not know where Frank’s
story would take us, but when I
connected with his family, I realised
that theirs was the quintessential
Zimbabwean story – a family
scattered because of the political
and socio-economic situation in
Zimbabwe. Each child had their
own reasons for migrating, and
they all have their own struggles in
their adopted cities, but in spite of
that, they all feel an overwhelming
responsibility to send money
home regularly to support their
extended family, even when they
do not necessarily agree with
what the funds are being used for.
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Chrysthle feels insecure because
she doesn’t earn enough to remit.
Portia sends money while working
long hours. Miles has increasing
family responsibilities which make
remitting harder. Frank misses
Zimbabwe and his family and wants
them to have a reunion in Cape
Town, to be physically together
for the first time in a decade, but
his mother insists that they should
just send money home for her to
finish construction on the house
she is building to generate income,
so she can continue to provide for
the orphans under her care. We see
Frank’s growing frustration and the
unending pressure for money to be
sent home for countless needs.

What challenges did you experience when making this film?
The arrival of Covid-19 marked a
major shift in our film. All three
countries that we planned to film in
– Zimbabwe, South Africa and the
UK - went under strict lockdowns,
so we had to wait several months
to resume production. Covid-19
restrictions also meant that our
characters had to spend most of
their time indoors, not going out
to work, so visually, there was less
we could achieve. Our characters
survived that period by keeping in

touch regularly through video calls.
This became a big part of the film.
We also faced challenges with the
Zimbabwean banking system. It
became increasingly difficult to
make payments to crew and service
providers outside of Zimbabwe so,
like our characters, the production
explored using money transfer
companies to make payments to
keep the production going.

What is a common misconception about migration in Africa that you think
your film was able to address?
In many developing nations,
financial remittances from migrants
far surpasses foreign aid being
contributed into the economy.
Our film shows the importance
of remittances in countries like
Zimbabwe, where it is part of a
long-standing culture of sustaining
extended families by providing for
food, health care, education and
infrastructure development.

While much of mainstream media
shows a bleak image of African
migration to Europe, the truth
is that most African migration is
intraregional and documented.
Our lead character Frank fled
persecution in Zimbabwe to start a
new life in South Africa, a country
that hosts nearly 3 million migrants;
1 million of them Zimbabwean.
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